[Imaging origins and characteristics analysis of acute and chronic aspiration pneumonia].
To discuss about the pathologic and imaging origins and characteristics of CT scaning and X-ray radiography for acute and chronic aspiration pneumonia. Imaging data from 30 patients with aspiration pneumonia were retrospectively analyzed, CT scaning was performed in 27 patients, which PMVR reconstruction was performed in 21 cases;3 exammed by X-ray with 2 used by esophagography. Opaque bodies were detected in trachea by CT scaning in 12 patients.7 patients in acute phase rapidly developed into acute respiratory distress syndrome(ARDS). CT signs of 30 patients with acute and chronic aspiration pneumonia included: centrilobular nodules were detected in 2 cases with acute phase, 4 cases with subacute phase and 4 cases with chronic phase; the imaging of ground glass opacity were detected in 9 cases with acute phase, 2 cases with subacute phase and 3 cases with chronic phase; the imaging of bronchiectasis was detected in 8 cases with chronic phase, which mucilage embolism was detected in 3 of 8 cases; the imaging of atelectasis was detected in 6 cases with chronic phase; the imaging of sheeted consolidation was detected in 5 cases with chronic phase, 8 case with acute phase; the imaging of interstitial fibrosis was detected in 3 cases with chronic phase. Lesions of inferior lobe of right lung were detected in 9 cases with chronic phase, 4 cases with subacute phase, 11 case with acute phase;lesions of inferior lobe of left lung were detected in 6 cases with chronic phase and 3 cases with subacute group, 11 case with acute phase. The imaging features of acute and chronic aspiration pneumonia overlap with GGO and centrilobular nodules in every group. While the imaging features of atelectasis, bronchiectasis or mucilage embolism are found in chronic phase. The chest CT scaning may accurately evaluate the dynamic change of aspiration pneumonia.